where
The corresponding equation in Ref. [2] is wrong by a factor of 2. The integral necessary to derive Eq. (2) can be found in Ref. [3] .) Here M is the black hole mass and R is the Schwarzschild r coordinate of the detector. Finally, as the authors note, the response function for the Hartle-Hawking vacuum is twice that for the Unruh vacuum. (The authors find the factor of 2 ''unimportant,'' but it is crucial as we see below.)
The authors observe from these equations (without the constants of proportionality) that the detector static in twodimensional Schwarzschild spacetime with acceleration a ¼ M=R 2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi 1 À 2M=R p responds differently from that in two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with the same acceleration. This observation, violation of the equivalence principle, is certainly not surprising as the authors themselves note: a static detector far away from the black hole, with negligible acceleration, responds to the Hawking radiation of temperature 1=8Mk B . Now, the authors also claim that the equivalence principle as the detector approaches the horizon-we call this the horizon equivalence principle below-holds in the Unruh vacuum simply by observing that the temperature for the Planckian spectrum approaches that for the accelerated detector in two-dimensional Minkowski spacetime with the same acceleration. This is wrong because the detector in the Unruh vacuum will detect only particles coming from the horizon. Thus, its response rate tends to half of that for the detector with the same acceleration in twodimensional Minkowski spacetime as it approaches the horizon. On the other hand, the horizon equivalence principle holds for the Hartle-Hawking vacuum thanks to the factor of 2.
The situation is different in the more realistic fourdimensional case. The limit of the response rate as the detector approaches the horizon has been calculated by Candelas. He finds that in either the Unruh or HartleHawking vacuum the horizon equivalence principle holds (see Table IV of Ref. [4] ).
The authors of Ref.
[1] also make a misleading statement: ''The character of the vacuum is determined by the form of the metric. . .''. The form of the metric has nothing to do with the vacuum state chosen. For example, the positive-frequency modes corresponding to the usual Minkowski vacuum can be constructed in Rindler coordinates (see Eq. (2.18) of Ref. [5] 
